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Introduction
The Candid Pornstar site is like going backstage at a porn studio and being allowed to bring your video
camera with you. It's amazing what secrets you can find out about the pornstars, their agents, boyfriends,
girlfriends - and the many sexy ways they prepare their bodies for hardcore adult video fuck films.
Candid Pornstar reveals a lot about the skin biz and shows you exactly what makes professional whores
so interesting!

Adult Review
Many porn fans have had fantasies about visiting major porn studios just to grab a seat on the couch and watch what goes on
behind the scenes when xxx hardcore sex videos are being filmed. Candid Pornstar is a unique adult website that gives you a
real sneak peek backstage where you can watch sexy pornstars undress, shower, call their agents on cellphones, try-out new
dildos or clean up when they are done getting fucked for the day!
  
  The site has 17 live scenes available in the members area. The videos are available in multiple-formats as high as 640x427,
but they are filmed as true candid porn videos. No fancy camera work, no professional lighting - normally it would be a
negative, but because the site is really about giving you the voyeur experience, having it all filmed in POV amateur style
actually makes it more enjoyable.
  
  When you watch the scene starring Tabitha and Beverly Hills (you can see a free preview of it on the site tour), you'll get a
good idea of what goes on at Candid Pornstar. The ladies talk about their breast implant procedures, compare fake tits, put on
their makeup together and prepare to fuck each other a few minutes later once the cameras start rolling.
  
  Keep in mind, this is more of a porn lifestyle site than a hardcore video site. There are some videos where Heidi Mayne rubs
out an extra orgasm backstage, or where Crista Moore tests out some huge dildos on the couch before a scene starts to make
sure she can fit the giant fuck-toys all the way inside her tight pink teen pussy. However, many of the scenes are more about
watching pornstars put on their makeup, try on different outfits or wash off in the shower when they are finished fucking.
  
  All in all, Candid Pornstar is an excellent example of an adult site that is narrowly designed to satisfy a very specific set of
desires for porn fans. The tour is honest and the content is excellent if voyeur videos are what you are looking for, so in that
regard it's a very easy porn site to recommend.
  
  Also, the Candid Pornstar site has a few amazing extra features. For starters, it includes full access to the rest of the Emotion
Porn Network which means you get access to top rated porn sex sites like Crygasm and the best classic porn site on the planet
Hall Of Fame Porn. All totaled, the network gives you 200+ videos that are definitely worth watching, including some rare
Jenna Jameson videos on Hall Of Fame porn and some truly unique crying sex videos on Crygasm.
  
  The membership gets even better once you see the exclusive erotic stories, crygasm comics and the one of a kind Showcase
section in the members area. The Candid Pornstar site gives you sneak peek access to FULL scenes from other exclusive porn
sites. These are not short clips and they are not typical 'bonus feeds', the owners of Candid Pornstar worked out special deals
with all of the other studios to give you full streaming access to one scene from each of their sites - which honestly makes it
really easy to decide what other porn sites might also interest you a few months from now.
  
  There are some porn sites where you get the feeling right away that the people who manage them actually care about their
fans. Candid Pornstar is definitely one of them. The experience from the moment you join really is first class if you are are a
voyeur interested in Behind The Scenes porn.

Porn Summary
Candid Pornstar is not at typical fuck and suck pornsite. It's much more about the backstage life of pornstars and the people
they interact with when the cameras are all turned off. If you have an interest in the off camera action and enjoy voyeur video
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then this is one adult site you simply have to check out right now. It's not for everyone, but serious porn fans will absolutely
love what it offers you.
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